
702L-ZP
702 Lockable Over center latch

AS-AZ2510B
50x50 Die cast butt hinge assembly

TRST-0008-1092
Lower body

TRST-0008-1094
Base plate

TRST-0008-1093
Upper Body

TRST-0008-1095
Top Plate

31Z
31Z Hook plate

RIAS73604 (6-4) 
4.8x11.1mm Aluminium/Steel Rivet

M5x16 - A2 - DIN7991
Countersunk Socket Screw

5mm - A2 - DIN125A
STD Washer Stainless
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50x50 Die cast butt hinge assembly

Lower body

702 Lockable Over center latch

Upper Body

Top Plate

31Z Hook plate

Base plate

ASSEMBLY TIME APPROX. 20mins*

INCLUDED IN THIS KIT
SHEET METAL PARTS

x1S1 x1S2 x1S3 x1S4

HARDWARE
x2H1 x2H2 x4H3

FASTENERS
x10F2 x10F3

CONTINUED......

BEFORE YOU BEGIN
• Familiarize yourself with the assembly procedure and ensure all parts have been supplied.

• Protect your parts and workspace from damage by lining your bench top with cardboard or material/towel.

• Using the QR Code above, visit www.ibuiltkits.com/assembly-and-install/jerry_can_holder/ for video instructions, plus assembly tips and comments on

the product.

• Follow the instructions carefully and in the correct order.

• If you have any questions or issues with your product please contact iBUILT KITS via email troy@ibuiltkits.com

CARE & MAINTENANCE
• This Jerry Can Holder requires very little maintenance, periodic checking of bolts and fasteners is sufficient.

• If fatigue or damage occurs please stop using the holder as it may cause injury to yourself or others if a container was to release.

• Clean and wash as you would the rest of your vehicle, degrease and wash with a non corrosive detergent and avoid abrasive brushes or sponges.

x14F1
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Thank you for purchasing one of our awesome kits. No matter your skill level, following these 

instructions will easily step you through the process from preparation to assembly, ensuring you 

end up producing nothing but a top quality professional product.



M5 - A2 - DIN985
NYLOC Hex Nut

6mm - A2 - DIN125A
STD Washer Stainless

M6 - A2 - DIN985
NYLOC Hex Nut

M8x25 - A2 - ISO7380
Button head socket screw

8mm - A2 - DIN125A
STD Washer Stainless

M8 - A2 - DIN985
NYLOC Hex Nut

Handheld Pop-Rivet Gun 8mm Spanner 10mm Spanner

13mm Spanner 3mm Allen Wrench 5mm Allen Wrench

8mm - A2 - DIN9021
Mudguard Washer Stainless
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x10F4 x8F6 x10F7

FASTENERS
......CONTINUED
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TOOLS REQUIRED

STEP 2:

Starting with the Bottom section of the Jerry Can Holder, slide the 'Base Plate (S2)' into the 'Lower Body (S1)', Align hole positions using a rivet on one far

side then proceed to pull a rivet on the opposite corner. If all looks straight, pull the rivet used for alignment and continue to pull the remaining rivets. 

NOTE: Some minor mis-allignment may be present but can be easily sorted by twisting or squeezing the assembly.

Some rivets may seem tight due to the thickness of the powder coating, if you can not get the rivet to fit please clear the hole using a 4.8mm - 5.0mm drill

bit.

STEP 1:

Unpack your parts and familiarize yourself with the components. Protect your work surface to avoid scratching your parts by laying down cardboard, 

carpet or material such as a towel.

S1

S2

F1 (x7)

S4

S3

F1 (x7)

x4F8 x4F9 x4F10

STEP 3:

Assemble the top section of the Jerry Can Holder by inserting the 'Top Plate (S4)' inside the upper edge of the 'Upper Body (S3)', Align hole  positions 

using a rivet on one far side then proceed to pull a rivet on the opposite corner. If all looks straight, pull the rivet used for alignment and continue to pull 

the remaining rivets. NOTE: Some minor mis-allignment may be present but can be easily sorted by twisting or squeezing the assembly.

x4F11



DETAIL B

DETAIL A

B

A
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STEP 4:

Assemble the hinges in place to the lower section of the Jerry Can Holder using the countersunk screws, washers and Nyloc nuts.

S1

S2

H2 (x2)

F5 (x4)

F7 (x4)

F6 (x4)

STEP 5:

Position the Upper section of the Jerry Can Holder in place on the hinges, it is easiest to do this in the open position as shown resting on your table. 

Attach the Upper section to the hinges in the same method as the previous step. NOTE: If some misalignment of the Upper and Lower sections occurs, 

the hinge bolts can be slightly loosened and movement in the holes can be utilised to ensure an even gap between the two sections.

F5 (x4)

F6 (x4)

F7 (x4)

STEP 6:

Assemble latches in place on both sides using the screws, washers and Nyloc nuts provided. Small stainless fasteners have a tenancy to bind up easily, 

please avoid using power tools for these fittings.

H1

F2 (x3)

F3 (x3)

F4 (x4)

STEP 7:

Assemble Hook plates in the corresponding holes on both sides. NOTE: An additional hook plate is used for alignment of the Upper and Lower sections of 

the Jerry Can Holder, this additional hook plate is to be attached to the inside face of the upper section. (See Image Below - DETAIL B)

STEP 8:

Close the Upper and Lower sections completely and adjust the latch tension by turning the hook shaft clockwise to tighten. Tension should be enough to 

prevent rattle and movement but should not require excessive force to operate.

STEP 9:

Once the correct tension is achieved for the latch, lock the shaft from spinning loose from bumps and vibration using the Nyloc nut provided. 

SPIN SHAFT TO ADJUST TENSION

F7

H3 (x2)

F2 (x2)

F4 (x2)

F3 (x2)



C-C ( 1 : 8 )

C

C
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QUICK TIP: USE THIS 1:1 SCALE TEMPLATE TO MARK YOUR HOLE POSITIONS

1
7
8

340

USE 4x OUTSIDE CORNER HOLES TO MOUNT THROUGH CANOPY WALL

n9

REMAINING HOLES FOR MOUNTING TO DRAWBAR, 50x50, 75x50, AND 100x50MM OPTIONS

USE OPTIONAL DRAWBAR BRACKET, TWO HEIGHT OPTIONS ACHEIVED BY FLIPPING BRACKET

7
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5
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0
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M8x75mm HEX BOLT 304 Stainless (x4)

(included in drawbar bracket kit)

CANOPY/FLAT SURFACE MOUNTING

(Use bolts supplied in kit M8x25)

DRAWBAR MOUNTING

(With optional mounting kit)

F8 (x4)

F9 (x4)

F10 (x4)

F11 (x4)

CANOPY MOUNTING BOLTS

Example drawbar mounting

5
5

F9 (x4)

F10 (x4)

F11 (x4)


